Party People Present:
Virtual Aura Paintings

Our artist will have printed blank cards that she can paint on quickly and create a physical painting for the
client to keep, hang up, frame etc. Each of these paintings will be one of a kind as our artist will base the paintings off of
the aura of the person being read and interpreted visually with colors. Auras can be many different sizes, shapes, and
colors and gives the reader insight into the overall spiritual and emotional health of the client. Our artist has provided
samples of possible paintings below which have been channeled using people in her life. The base black image can be
changed, the possibilities are endless! Each of these paintings are approx 4.25”x5.5” in size. Larger sizes and base
images are available for longer sessions.
For More Info:
800-958-9915
tppi@aol.com
Sample Images Below:
This image is a self channeled
aura drawing. The red/orange aura
color close to the body represents
deep connections with base
human needs and the necessity to
express myself creatively at this
time. The blue color represents the
need for my voice to be heard and
my coming into my own with
vocalizing my needs. The shape of
the aura is chaotic and lacks
cohesion because of my present
scattered energy. I would benefit
greatly from focussing my energy
into a creative pursuit that helps
me use my voice.

This image is channeled from a peer
of mine. This person’s aura is mostly
purple because they have a
strong connection to intuition and
their third eye. The pink color in the
aura represents a strong base
connection to the heart and humanitarian efforts. The blue represents the
growing need for self expression and
setting personal boundaries. The
shape of this aura is slender and
evaporating because she puts others
above herself and lacks self care.
This person would benefit from taking
time for herself and focussing on her
own needs first before she helps
others.

This image is channeled from
another peer of mine. The orange in
this person’s aura reads as a strong
sense of self respect and individuality. The large and scattered and
purple color seen in the aura
represents anxiety regarding social
situations and his perceived need to
keep others at arms length. This
person would benefit from being
mindful of their avoidant personality
and work towards putting trust into
important others in his life while
keeping good boundaries.

